2018 Summer Scale
June 7, 2018
Commentary by Chris Brownhill:
The venue of this
contest was
changed to
Centennial Park
when a straw poll
conducted
amongst the
competitors told
the organizers
that Niagara Falls
was just too far to
drive for a
smallish contest!
However, the day
dawned almost
perfectly in
Etobicoke, with
very calm winds
and clear skies to
greet the scale
flier!
The first event flown was Profile Scale, with some very interesting airplanes being
present for the competition.
Mike McMahon’s beautiful CF-100, with electric ducted fan motors, flew first, and
performed beautifully to the delight of the onlookers. It is a very realistic model, and the
very authentic sound of the electric ducted fan motors add greatly to its scale like
appearance in flight. Mike’s CF-100 went on to win the event with an excellent score of
169.5 points.
Jack Humphrey’s Grumman Skyrocket, another electric powered twin, also flew very
well. The colourful “between the wars” appearance makes it an attractive model both in
the air, and on the ground!
Jack also managed a very respectable flight with the Skyrocket, and kept the scoring
close amongst the leaders. Jack managed to finish in third place, only one half- point
behind Chris Brownhill’s Yale.
Chris Brownhill’s North American Yale was suffering from some lack of power during its
official flight. However, the O.S. LA .40 kept running well enough to complete the
attempt, and he managed to finish in second place with a 166.5 point score.
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Mike McMahon’s second entry was a De Havilland Mosquito, which seemed plagued
from the beginning with gremlins, and experienced a couple of nose overs during its
official flights which rather marred these attempts. So, Mike took the winning laurels
with the CF-100, and left the Mosquito to fight another day.

The Fun Scale event was flown next with Jack Humphreys Amiot 143, a rather obscure
French WWII bomber, flying first to start off the proceedings. Jack wound up in second
place, only 2 points behind Chris Brownhill’s Gloster Gladiator, after an excellent official
flight!
Mike McMahon flew his CF-100 again in the Fun Scale event, and managed to finish in
fourth place with a score of 92 points.
Jack Nagao’s WACO PG 2, an experimental twin-engine version of the more famous
WACO troop glider, ran into difficulties during the latter part of its official flight when an
engine lost power. Unfortunately, the WACO was a bit high at the time, and it came in
slack on the lines which caused some minor damage during its contact with the ground.
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Fortunately for Jack, he had a second model, a Grumman Tracker, which performed
perfectly for him, and allowed him to take third place with a score of 97 points!
For the LA 15 Scale Race, circumstances unfortunately compelled us to run the scoring
on a 100 lap heat basis rather than run a 200 lap final. (We were down on timers and
pilots, so necessity made us revert to the formula we used at the Toronto & District
Championships to run the event.
The LA .15 engines ran consistently, although some difficulty in starting was
experienced by those not familiar with these engines. The secret is not to flood the
engines after filling, and when all else fails, spray the crankcase and cylinder head with
fuel for instant cooling.
The sterling team of Stu Henderson (pilot) and Doug Blackmore (pitman) wound up
winning the event with a time of 6:39 minutes for 100 laps. (Stu had been using Doug’s
rental Shoestring, and beat the donor’s entry in the process.)
Doug Blackmore, and Chris Brownhill won second place with a time of 7:34 minutes.
Chris Brownhill, and Mike McMahon won third place honours with a time of 8:03
minutes.
Although the event shows some promise, it is going have to be better attended to
become really competitive. But, the investment is small, and the models easily built, so
what is the problem, really?
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SPECIAL FEATURE PHOTO SECTION

Mike McMahon on three wires

Profile Scale and Fun Scale Entries
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John McFayden and Stu Henderson judging

Jack Nagao working hard
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Entries and scores
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FUN SCALE
Champion: Chris Brownhill

Chris Brownhill

Pilot
Chris Brownhill
Jack Humphreys
Jack Nagao
Mike McMahon
Jack Nagao

Fun Scale
Model
Gloster Gladiator
Amiot 143
Grumman Tracker
Avro CF-100
Waco PG 2

Jack Humphreys (2nd)

Score
105.5
103.5
97.0
92.0
59.5

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Jack Nagao (3rd)
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PROFILE SCALE
Champion: Mike McMahon

Mike McMahon

Pilot
Mike McMahon
Chris Brownhill
Jack Humphreys
Mike McMahon

Profile Scale
Model
Avro CF-100
North American Yale
Grumman Skyrocket
DH Mosquito

Chris Brownhill (2nd)

Score
169.5
166.5
166.0
157.5

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Jack Humphreys (3rd)
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LA .15 Scale Race
Champions: Doug Blackmore (pit) and Stu Henderson (pilot)

Doug Blackmore (L - pit), Stu Henderson (R - pilot)

Entry
Stu Henderson
Doug Blackmore
Chris Brownhill
Mike McMahon

LA .15 Scale Race
Pilot
Pit
Stu Henderson
Doug Blackmore
Chris Brownhill
Doug Blackmore
Chris Brownhill
Mike McMahon
Stu Henderson
Mike McMahon

2nd Place
Chris Brownhill (Left - pilot)
Doug Blackmore (Right - pit)

Time
6:39
7:34
8:03
DNF

Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

3rd Place
Chris Brownhill (Left - pilot)
Mike McMahon (Right - pit)
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